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 The tweet was a reply to a request to Sachin Tendulkar to accept his fan's dream of seeing him play in the US. Sachin accepted
the dream and tweeted, '@abhiantrajgaurek have your dream, I am ready to be in your dream.' 175.00 - Sachin:

@abhiantrajgaurek I would like to spend the day with you, have your dream come true, #sachinabilliondreams . The tweet was a
reply to a message from a girl wishing to meet Tendulkar in person. 176.00 - Sachin: It's been a pleasure meeting you. Thank

you for all the love and support. Stay blessed my friend. #sachinabilliondreams . The tweet was in response to a message from a
woman who wished to thank him for his support in dealing with his family issues. 177.00 - Sachin: A bit of friendly advice to all
youngsters, Enjoy your dreams. #sachinabilliondreams . The tweet was a reply to a request from an eight-year-old boy for help

in removing a 'nose hair'. 178.00 - Sachin: Dear @VishalDixit, Thank you for the love you have shown for cricket. It would be a
pleasure to play with you. #sachinabilliondreams . The tweet was a reply to a message from an eleven-year-old fan of Dixit.
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179.00 - Sachin: "@VishalDixit What a wonderful name, Good luck and thanks for your support. #sachinabilliondreams" . The
tweet was a reply to a message from a ten-year-old fan wishing Dixit good luck. 180.00 - Sachin: "@vishaldixit May you get to
play for India someday! Here's a souvenir from me." . Sachin Tendulkar gave an autographed India cap to Dixit, a ten-year-old

fan from Mumbai. 181.00 - Sachin: "@VishalDixit Thank you for loving us, I wish you and your family all the best. Wish I
could play with you someday." . The tweet was a reply to a message from a nine-year 82157476af
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